
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

No.SNEA/Kerala/2018-19/II/144                                           dated  15th Oct 2020  
To 

Sh. C V Vinod, 

Chief General Manager Telecom,  

BSNL, Kerala Circle, 

Thiruvananthapuram-33 

 

Respected Sir, 

 

Sub: Execution of BA OFC laying work clubbed with STP work to minimise expenditure 

 
It is learnt that STP wing is executing OFC laying works in many routes of Kerala Circle for STR wing. Even 
though BA Planning concerned had served letter to STP wing well in advance, requesting to lay additional 
PLBs and OFCs in the same route, STP wing seems to be not in a position to lay these additional pipes and 
cables due to shortage of the materials with them. BAs concerned also find it difficult to arrange the 
materials. Calicut BA’s Perambra – Kuttiady – Thottilpalam and Ramanattukara – Feroke – Vellayil are 
some routes to showcase as examples.  
 
Please note that BAs had proposed these OFC routes based on actual field requirements, considering the 
minimal expenditure to be incurred in case the works are executed by STP along with their work. 
Expenditure towards labour and pulling will be nominal for this additional work by STP and no separate 
Road reformation charges need to be paid to PWD/Local bodies. On the other hand, if BA goes with their 
own work in the same route here after, huge expenditure to be incurred, in terms of trenching and road 
reformation charges. 
 
So taking this as a matter of topmost priority and considering the urgency of such works, immediate 
action may please be taken : 
1. To arrange/divert necessary store materials for these works within or outside our Circle. 
2. Instructions may kindly be issued to STP wing to delay the start of the work till the materials for BAs 
are also arranged. 
3. Arranging stores by STP as being done for STR. 

Thanking You, 

Sincerely Yours 

 

Jithesh K P 

Circle Secretary 

SNEA Kerala Circle 

Copy to 
1) The GM ( NWP – CFA ) O/o CGMT, TVM 
2) The DGM (STP ), Ernakulam 
3) GS, SNEA CHQ 
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